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What doctor should they consult?





MY PET IS ILL



A CAT NAMED 
TOM



Put the paragraphs in the correct order. Look at the 
highlighted words and read the Learning to Learn note 
first.

Learning to Learn Understanding 
link-words (sequence)
Чтобы понять текст, а также связи между 
предложениями текста, например, порядок 
событий, необходимо обращать внимание 
на соединительные слова (link-words): first, 
then, next, after that, finally.



A CAT NAMED TOM

1 D  2 A   3 F   4 B   5 E   6 C



Put the events that happened in the doctor’s room 
and in the hospital in the chronological order

► First
► Then
► Next 
► After that
► Finally

► Dr Janek asked the children some questions.
► The children came back to the doctor’s room.
► Dr Janek examined the cat.
► Dr Janek showed the hospital to the children.
► John and Kathy put Tom on the table.
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Describe the animals from the story

animal description Illness/problem

The cat beautiful Will have kittens



Describe the animals from the story

animal description Illness/problem

The cat beautiful will have kittens

The puppy small hurt its leg

The parrot blue has a cold



What advice did the doctor give to the 
children with the puppy and the parrot?



•The puppy should stay in 
bed.
•The puppy shouldn’t run.
•The puppy should eat 
vitamins.

•The parrot should drink warm 
water.
•The parrot should take medicine.
•The parrot shouldn’t get out of 
house.



Have you ever been in an animal 
hospital? Describe your visit.

Yes, I have been in an animal hospital.
I was there …
First I …
Then … 
After that …



Very nice work, excellent!

Good work, but we could better

I don’t like our work



Good  luck!


